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Details of Visit:

Author: badger07
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 26 Mar 2009 1030
Duration of Visit: 1.5 hours
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Bonnie
Phone: 07545344534
Notes: Formerly with Madam Becky's

The Premises:

Nice clean and tidy house ( Home) on one of the housing estates that surround MK. Good
directions - Easy to find. safe Parking nearby

The Lady:

Pretty much as described on her website - delightfully small but everything in proportion. Well
dressed and all together an appealing pacakge, Long dark Hair, nice eyes and a delicious wee
bottom !  

The Story:

First visit to see Bonnie, so no idea what to except really. All started really well, Offered a drink and
then proceeded upstairs. Shower offered and accepted.
Bonnie is a lovely kisser and very tactile and sexy, everything started just fine, clothes gradually
discarded and on for some "treatment"

After some initial problems ( absolutely mine - an unexpected and I hope not to be repeated,
hydralics issue) Bonnie did pretty much all she could to get the hydralic pump going.............. it was
eventually resolved with the now famous massage and in particular the body to body variety.

I have to say that particular speciality is well worth the visit all on its own. and it has to be
experienced -- describing it would be a waste of time.

So we got there in the end .and very nice it all was too

Is Bonnie to be recommended :- Absolutely ! She is first rate at what she does and engages fully in
the whole event .. Nothing passive about Bonnie at all !

She is experienced in all aspects and the B2B is an event all on its own. It is Bonnies speciality and
only she can truly get away with it a) because she knows what she is doing and b) she's small
enough and light enough to actually do what she does ... (Attempt this with a BBW and you'd be in
all sorts of probs !! :-)..... I'm sure BBW have other "tricks " mind!!)
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A small personal concern .... and it might work fantastically for others.......Bonnie has a box of tricks
which she uses ......for me they were perhaps overused and perhaps used too early.

For example ..............
I didn't respond well to an attempt to use a blindfold in the earlier stages of our meet, If used later it
might have worked but its early and unexpected use was a turn off not on.

Before having sesnses disabled you need to be in a position of trust and rapport .... I hadn't had
time to get there.
Plus .... Each of us takes in data (and are then stimulated by) via our senses. But we are all
different in which senses we favour... so access each sense in different proportions (touch, taste,
smell, hearing, sight, there are more but i won't bore you with them here).
I know that I am a predominantly Visual person ..so to have that sense temporarily disabled means
that I was missing out on much needed stimulation ... which perhaps kept the hydralics switch
disabbled a bit longer than it should.

might have worked for someone else .. not for me !

With that in mind it was an OK appointment but fell short of exepectations ...Maybe I'd set them too
high !!

Would I see Bonnnie again?? I hate the Yes/ No bit on this form as its not Black and white in my
opinion............My answer right now , is possibly and possibly not ... time will tell.
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